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There are various ways for the employees to voice out their dissatisfaction_ 

One of the ways is by using picketing. Under section 40 of Industrial Relation 

Act allow workers to attend at or near their workplace when they have a 

trade dispute. The purpose of picketing are communicate issues to the public

and members the employers. Picketing also held at lunch time, and before or

after working hours. Picketing is enforceable by law as long as it must not 

intimidate anyone. Must not obstruct the entrance or exit the organization. 3.

Summarization National Union of Bank employees (NUMB) held another 

picket on the issue for discriminating its Muslim employees and also In 

support with the 27 employees that have been sacked by the bank. The 

picket was held at Clan Tuna Appear. The Muslim employees had been 

discriminated by disallowed them from performing their prayers in the office 

by the management. They had been sacked because they did not agree to 

transferred to other branches. They had been discussed with the upper 

management but no action taken by the authorities to settle the Issues. 

They will intone to fight for the workers until Hong Leone Bank reinstate the 

sacked 27 employees. The Mole when contacted with Shirring Oarsman 

officer of Hong Leone Bank stated that the fact of disallowed Muslim 

employees was untrue statement. They are not allowed because sugar Is 

located In a secured area as they were not the staff of the branches and they

just only the NUMB members. No one is allowed to entered into a secured 

area as it has been a standard security policy of any financial institution. 

She also stated that its staff had been allowed to perform their prayers thou 

any prejudice. 33 Mall Issues The Issues arises Is discriminates Its Muslim 

employees by disallowed them to perform their prayers at Sugar. As the 
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officer offing Leone state that the Muslim employees is not the staff of Hong 

Leone Bank. Many negotiations had been taken by the employees but all the 

negotiations is not success because there Is no action taken by them. The 

Muslim officials In the Human Resource Ministry, the Government and the 

authorities failed to protect Islam and Muslim employees. 

Besides that, 27 employees in the Hong Leone Bank were sacked because 

they did to agree to be transferred to other branches. 3. 4 Background Issue 

Among 300 of NUMB members held a picket at Clan Tuna Appear regarding 

to the Issues of discriminating Muslim employees by disallowed them to 

perform their Solar at Sugar and over 27 employees were sacked. This is 

because Sugar is located at the secured area. It is a security standard policy 

no one can entered into that area except for the staff of Hong Leone Bank. 

The officer of Hong Leone Bank state that they are not the Hong Leone Bank 

but they are NUMB members. 

Abdul Jamie as Vice President f Numb members reiterated the statement 

that Numb members are also the Hong Leone Employees. During the time of 

2 December until 18 December they are still under Hong Leone employment.

NUMB General Secretary enforce Balance Ministry to take legal action for 

thesediscrimination. Hong Leone Bank cannot said that NUMB members is 

not Hong Lemon's employees. Besides that, over 27 employees were 1 OFF 

discussions were held but none of the ministry take action over these issues.

Tan stated that the transfer is necessary to increase the effectiveness and 

efficiency of 
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Hong Leone Bank. 3. 5 Analysis Many of the Numb members held a pickets 

to ensure that their dissatisfaction can being heard by the public. Among the

issues arises is the discrimination towards Muslim employees. Muslim 

employees had been disallowed to perform their prayer at the Sugar. 

Department of Labor will remind the employers the right of Muslim 

employees. Besides that over 27 employees were sacked. Their termination 

is not valid without a valid reasons as they disagree to transfer to other 

branches and then they were sacked. 

For the dismissal of the contract the employers should at least give notice of 

termination. Under section 12 of Employment Act 1955 state that, Either 

party to a contract of service may at any time give to the other party notice 

of his intention to terminate such contract of service. In the Industrial 

Relation Act section 20 provides machinery for an employers to dismissed its

employees. The employees can make claims if they believe their termination

is without a valid reasons. 

If the Court agree that their termination is without a valid reasons under 

section 14 of the Employment act 1955, then the Court will reinstated their 

termination. 3. 6 Recommendation The company may used Conciliation to 

solve their problems. By using third party as a conciliator. Conciliator is one 

of the officer of Department of Industrial Relation. The conciliator will meet 

the both parties whether separately or Jointly. The conciliator will briefing the

problems and help the parties to achieves mutual agreement. This way can 

be used if the negotiations is not useful. 
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The conciliator will give the recommendations and advice. 3. Conclusion 

Discrimination on the Muslim employees should be stopped by the 

government. Under article 11 of the Federal Constitution state that every 

person have the right to practice their own religion and to propagate it. The 

employer has no right to obstruct Muslim employees to perform their 

prayers. Regarding the issues of termination without valid reason is void. As 

it contravene with the Employment Act. The employer must give a notice of 

a services before dismiss their employees. If the issues can be settled it 

would create harmonious workenvironment. 
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